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VariationalVariational functionalsfunctionals



Phi diagrams and selfPhi diagrams and self--energiesenergies



VariationalVariational functionalsfunctionals cont.cont.

The Klein Functional

The Density Functional Trick: Vary only over 
Green functions produced by a local 
multiplicative potential



Klein Functional evaluated at a Klein Functional evaluated at a 
nonnon--interacting Green functioninteracting Green function

It is stationary when the potential generating Gs is



The restricted variation gives the linearized Sham-Schluter
equation which is thus seen to be variational and not just 
perturbative!

Here

One more variation with respect to the total Kohn-Sham potential 
gives



where



In the EXX approximation one chooses the In the EXX approximation one chooses the 
HartreeHartree--FockFock diagram for the diagram for the ΦΦ functionalfunctional

ΦΦ[G] = (i/[G] = (i/22) ) Tr[GGvTr[GGv]]

leading to the HF selfleading to the HF self--energyenergy

ΣΣ[G] = i G v[G] = i G v

Unfortunately, we now know that this procedure Unfortunately, we now know that this procedure 
leads to a density response function with the leads to a density response function with the 
wrong analytic structure.wrong analytic structure.













But we can still obtain the total energy from the But we can still obtain the total energy from the 
response function by applying the response function by applying the HellmanHellman--Feynman Feynman 
theorem with respect to the strength of the Coulomb theorem with respect to the strength of the Coulomb 
interaction interaction 

UUcc = (i/= (i/22) ) Tr[vTr[v { { ΧΧ -- ΧΧKSKS}]}]
andand

EEcc = = ∫∫(d(dλλ//λλ) ) UcUc

or, because or, because ffxx (EXX) is linear in the strength of the (EXX) is linear in the strength of the 
Coulomb interaction,Coulomb interaction,

EEcc = = --(i/(i/22) ) TrTr[ v (v + f[ v (v + fxx))--11 ln{1ln{1–– (v + (v + ffxx) ) ΧΧKSKS} + v} + vΧΧKS KS ]]



rsrs RPA       ec2x      RPA       ec2x      fxcorrfxcorr EC       EC       CeperlyCeperly

1.00    1.00    --0.079    0.0242   0.079    0.0242   --0.006    0.006    --0.061    0.061    --0.0600.060
2.00    2.00    --0.062    0.0242   0.062    0.0242   --0.008    0.008    --0.046    0.046    --0.0450.045
3.00    3.00    --0.053    0.0242   0.053    0.0242   --0.010    0.010    --0.038    0.038    --0.0370.037
4.00    4.00    --0.047    0.0242   0.047    0.0242   --0.011    0.011    --0.034    0.034    --0.0320.032
5.00    5.00    --0.042    0.0242   0.042    0.0242   --0.012    0.012    --0.030    0.030    --0.0280.028
6.00    6.00    --0.039    0.0242   0.039    0.0242   --0.013    0.013    --0.0280.028

Total energies of the electron gas (Hartree).





The The PeuckertPeuckert Iterative Procedure (1978)Iterative Procedure (1978)

•• Start from any approximation to the exchangeStart from any approximation to the exchange--
correlation energy correlation energy EExcxc as a function of the as a function of the 
strength of the Coulomb interaction.strength of the Coulomb interaction.

•• Form the derivatives Form the derivatives vvxcxc = = δδEExcxc//δδn andn and
ffxcxc = = δδvvxcxc//δδnn..

•• Calculate the linear density response function Calculate the linear density response function ΧΧ
from  from  ΧΧ = = ΧΧoo + + ΧΧoo (v + (v + ffxcxc) ) ΧΧ ..

•• Calculate  a new interaction energy Calculate  a new interaction energy UUxcxc from   from   
UUxcxc = (i/= (i/22) ) TrTr[ v [ v ΧΧ ] .] .

•• Get a new exchangeGet a new exchange--correlation energy correlation energy EExcxc by by 
integrating with respect to the Coulomb int.  integrating with respect to the Coulomb int.  ……..



In order to substantially simplify the calculations, In order to substantially simplify the calculations, 
two approximations have been madetwo approximations have been made

•• The energy dependence of the kernel The energy dependence of the kernel ffxx has has 
been neglected. been neglected. 

•• The density dependence of the The density dependence of the ffxx kernel has kernel has 
been neglected.been neglected.

•• These are NOT approximations for twoThese are NOT approximations for two--electron electron 
systems. systems. 



The equation for the RPA potential readsThe equation for the RPA potential reads

ΧΧKSKS vvxcxc = = --22i G i G ΣΣGWGW G ,    where G ,    where 

ΣΣGWGW = i G W = i G v (1 = i G W = i G v (1 –– v v ΧΧKSKS ))--11

The equation for the RPAX potential readsThe equation for the RPAX potential reads

ΧΧKSKS vvxcxc = = --22i G i G ΣΣGGGGΓΓ G ,    where G ,    where 

ΣΣGGGGΓΓ = i G W= i G WGGGGΓΓ = i G v [1 = i G v [1 –– (v + (v + ffxx) ) ΧΧKSKS ]]--11



Notice that the same result could have been Notice that the same result could have been 
obtained as follows: knowing obtained as follows: knowing fxcfxc and thus and thus ΧΧ fromfrom

Χ = ΧKS + ΧKS (v + fxc) Χ

we can obtain the irreducible polarizability P from

Χ = P + P v Χ

and an approximate local vertex Γ from

P = -i GGΓ

The exact expression for the self-energy then yields

ΣGGW = i GWΓ = i G v [1 – (v + fxc) ΧKS ]-1



Correlation potentials for Correlation potentials for 
the atoms He, Be, and the atoms He, Be, and 
NeNe..

MP2 is from MP2 is from MM∅∅llerller--
PlessetPlesset perturbation perturbation 
theory theory –– second order second order 
exchange processes.exchange processes.

Exact DFT potentials from Exact DFT potentials from 
UmrigarUmrigar et. al.et. al.









ConclusionsConclusions



The response function of the The response function of the 
LW functional at the HF levelLW functional at the HF level
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